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What is Synastry

Astrology is the study of the effects of planetary forces upon man. It is not fortune

telling. It is one of the best methods for man to learn about who he is, where he

came from and where he is going. Astrology reveals CHARACTER and character is

destiny. If man can change his character, then man will have changed his destiny.

The main uses of astrology are diagnosis of health and sickness, character analysis,

vocational guidance, analysis of children's horoscopes so as to give parents a better

idea as to how best to raise their children, and analysis of the compatibilities

between people.

Astrology does not show anything but tendencies. A man can rule his stars by

exerting his will. If a man decides to flow with the tide of life, then the tendencies

indicated in the birth chart will at some time have their effect. The one thing a birth

chart does not show is the WILL of the individual and how he may exert it. The

matter of exercising free will is left entirely up to the individual. The wise man rules

his stars, the fool is ruled by them. Astrology forewarns and being forewarned, a

man is thus forearmed to better cope with the struggles of life.
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Jason Planetary Positions

Planet Degree House Retro

QQ Sun 04° c (Pis) 27'38" House 10 -

WW Moon 17° k (Sco) 01'22" House 6 -

EE Mercury 14° c (Pis) 00'54" House 10 -

RR Venus 06° x (Aqu) 20'17" House 9 -

TT Mars 04° x (Aqu) 19'16" House 8 -

YY Jupiter 10° h (Vir) 21'36" House 4 R

UU Saturn 12° x (Aqu) 10'16" House 9 -

II Uranus 16° z (Cap) 38'32" House 7 -

OO Neptune 18° z (Cap) 06'23" House 8 -

PP Pluto 22° k (Sco) 57'22" House 6 -

<< Part of Fortune 11° c (Pis) 31'13" House 10 -

{{ Node 08° z (Cap) 06'33" House 7 R

MM Chiron 04° g (Leo) 35'07" House 2 R

`̀ Lilith 03° x (Aqu) 41'09" House 8 -

ZZ Ascendant 28° d (Gem) 57'28" House 1 -

DC Descendant 28° l (Sag) 57'28" House 7 -

XX Mid Heaven 27° x (Aqu) 24'30" House 10 -

IC Imum Coeli 27° g (Leo) 24'30" House 4 -
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Jason House Cusp

House Degree

AC (Ascendant) 28° d (Gemini) 57'28"

House 2 16° f (Cancer) 39'47"

House 3 04° g (Leo) 53'33"

House 4 27° g (Leo) 24'30"

House 5 29° h (Virgo) 29'12"

House 6 14° k (Scorpio) 54'48"

House 7 28° l (Sagittarius) 57'28"

House 8 16° z (Capricorn) 39'47"

House 9 04° x (Aquarius) 53'33"

MC (Midheaven) 27° x (Aquarius) 24'30"

House 11 29° c (Pisces) 29'12"

House 12 14° s (Taurus) 54'48"

NOTE - PLACIDUS SYSTEM OF HOUSE DIVISION IS USED.
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Jessica Planetary Positions

Planet Degree House Retro

QQ Sun 25° z (Cap) 56'54" House 10 -

WW Moon 13° d (Gem) 10'02" House 2 -

EE Mercury 09° z (Cap) 46'35" House 9 -

RR Venus 19° l (Sag) 38'49" House 8 -

TT Mars 05° z (Cap) 31'30" House 9 -

YY Jupiter 14° h (Vir) 09'57" House 5 R

UU Saturn 07° x (Aqu) 40'46" House 10 -

II Uranus 14° z (Cap) 37'22" House 9 -

OO Neptune 16° z (Cap) 48'55" House 9 -

PP Pluto 22° k (Sco) 30'27" House 7 -

<< Part of Fortune 00° j (Lib) 26'15" House 6 -

{{ Node 09° z (Cap) 48'49" House 9 -

MM Chiron 07° g (Leo) 16'16" House 4 R

`̀ Lilith 29° z (Cap) 28'09" House 10 -

ZZ Ascendant 13° s (Tau) 13'07" House 1 -

DC Descendant 13° k (Sco) 13'07" House 7 -

XX Mid Heaven 20° z (Cap) 28'51" House 10 -

IC Imum Coeli 20° f (Can) 28'51" House 4 -
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Jessica House Cusp

House Degree

AC (Ascendant) 13° s (Taurus) 13'07"

House 2 11° d (Gemini) 56'29"

House 3 01° f (Cancer) 44'36"

House 4 20° f (Cancer) 28'51"

House 5 13° g (Leo) 00'08"

House 6 17° h (Virgo) 22'25"

House 7 13° k (Scorpio) 13'07"

House 8 11° l (Sagittarius) 56'29"

House 9 01° z (Capricorn) 44'36"

MC (Midheaven) 20° z (Capricorn) 28'51"

House 11 13° x (Aquarius) 00'08"

House 12 17° c (Pisces) 22'25"

NOTE - PLACIDUS SYSTEM OF HOUSE DIVISION IS USED.
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Synastry Chart
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LEGENDS FOR NATAL CHART

QQ = Sun

WW= Moon

EE= mercury

TT= Mars

RR= Venus

YY= Jupiter

MM= Chiron

U= Saturn

I= Uranus

O= Neptune

P= Pluto

{= Node

`= Lilith

<= Part Of Fortune

a= Aries

s= Taurus

d= Gemini

f= Cancer

g= Leo

h= Virgo

j= Libra

k= Scorpio

l= Sagittarius

z= Capricorn

x= Aquarius

c= Pisces

23/02/1992 12:00PM
48N25, 123W21
-8:00

16/01/1992 12:00PM
48N25, 123W21
-8:00

Tropical
Placidus House
Mean Node
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Synastry House Position

Planet Synastry House

QQ Sun House 11

WW Moon House 7

TT Mars House 10

EE Mercury House 11

YY Jupiter House 5

RR Venus House 10

UU Saturn House 10

II Uranus House 9

OO Neptune House 9

PP Pluto House 7

{{ Node House 9

MM Chiron House 4

Part of Fortune House 11

NOTE - PLACIDUS SYSTEM OF HOUSE DIVISION IS USED.
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Synastry Aspects Table

Planet Aspect Planet Orb

QQ Sun t Sextile T Mars 1.06

QQ Sun t Sextile E Mercury 5.32

QQ Sun w Opposition Y Jupiter 9.71

WW Moon t Sextile E Mercury 7.25

WW Moon t Sextile Y Jupiter 2.86

WW Moon r Square U Saturn 9.34

WW Moon t Sextile I Uranus 2.4

TT Mars q Conjunction Q Sun 8.37

TT Mars q Conjunction U Saturn 3.36

EE Mercury t Sextile T Mars 8.49

EE Mercury t Sextile E Mercury 4.24

EE Mercury w Opposition Y Jupiter 0.15

EE Mercury r Square R Venus 5.63

EE Mercury t Sextile I Uranus 0.61

EE Mercury t Sextile O Neptune 2.8

EE Mercury e Trine P Pluto 8.49

YY Jupiter e Trine T Mars 4.83

YY Jupiter e Trine E Mercury 0.58

YY Jupiter q Conjunction Y Jupiter 3.81
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Planet Aspect Planet Orb

YY Jupiter r Square R Venus 9.29

YY Jupiter e Trine I Uranus 4.26

YY Jupiter e Trine O Neptune 6.46

RR Venus q Conjunction U Saturn 1.34

UU Saturn t Sextile R Venus 7.48

UU Saturn q Conjunction U Saturn 4.49

II Uranus q Conjunction Q Sun 9.31

II Uranus q Conjunction E Mercury 6.87

II Uranus e Trine Y Jupiter 2.48

II Uranus q Conjunction I Uranus 2.02

II Uranus q Conjunction O Neptune 0.17

II Uranus t Sextile P Pluto 5.87

OO Neptune q Conjunction Q Sun 7.84

OO Neptune q Conjunction E Mercury 8.33

OO Neptune e Trine Y Jupiter 3.94

OO Neptune q Conjunction I Uranus 3.48

OO Neptune q Conjunction O Neptune 1.29

OO Neptune t Sextile P Pluto 4.4

PP Pluto t Sextile Q Sun 2.99

PP Pluto t Sextile Y Jupiter 8.79

PP Pluto t Sextile I Uranus 8.33
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Planet Aspect Planet Orb

PP Pluto t Sextile O Neptune 6.14

PP Pluto q Conjunction P Pluto 0.45
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Synastry House Report

Jason's Sun in Jessica 11th House

Friendship and camaraderie are key to this placement. You may meet via friends

or on a blind date. You can also meet via networks and groups that you are both

involved in. There is a strong sense of shared interests and you often move in similar

circles which gives you loads to talk about.

Your partner is attracted to you as they feel they will click with you and they sense an

air of fun and freedom about you. Indeed you do click and the relationship will get

off to a fast start as there is plenty in common and you may start brainstorming new

ideas or even inventing together or plotting politically.

While Sun with 9th house lacks passion, this combination has both friendship and

passion and yet the passion is more playful and less intense than with the Sun and

8th house combo.

You are good mates and yet this relationship could never move on from a friends

with benefits arrangement. There may be little impetus to move in together or start

a family as you may be too busy with life. This is a wonderful position for fun and yet

who will make the first move to make it really serious?

This combination is wonderful for young lovers as it can help foster self-love in both

of you as it is very tolerant and accepting. You will never judge one another. If this

is to last as a marriage then both of you need freedom and to share responsibility

equality – it cannot work where, in the words of my neighbour after she had a baby,

'His life has not changed at all!'

This combination is all about fun and friendship, whether it gets further will depend

on other aspects that bring affection, love and true devotion.

Jason Finch Jessica Watson
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Jason's Moon in Jessica 7th House

The 7th house represents marriage and partnership and thus is a natural place for

the moon to fall for couples that have lasting relationships. This bodes very well

for relationships as it indicates emotional connectivity and understanding. Even if

communication is not great there is still an innate understanding which defies words.

The bond is strengthened even more if your moon is close to your partner’s

Descendant. You are both aware of and sensitive to each other’s feelings. The

chemistry is strong and yet it may be more emotional than sexual. There is

something safe about this placement rather than sexy, unless sexiness is indicated

elsewhere. You are drawn to each other as there is a security and comfort level in this

match that is very appealing. This is a placement that indicates a love which starts

with friendship and with you feeling comfortable with each other.

Your partner may fall in love with you at first sight, especially if he is man as you

have the qualities which draw him in and captivate him. There is mutual respect and

compassion in this match.

This match has ups and downs and will not become static and dull; there are some

moods and some silent phases and yet the desire to make it work is powerful and

you will most likely establish a family.

Jason's Mars in Jessica 10th House

This indicates admiration, your partner admires your strength and willpower. Your

partner may well have noticed you at work. This position indicates that your partner

spotted you first and observed you when you were acting with authority, suggesting

they first saw you in a work capacity.

This partnership beings out the strong, decisive person in you and encourages

leadership. You are highly pro-active in terms of this love match and the partner may

let you may decisions. You could be the primary bread winner.

Jason Finch Jessica Watson
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You may have similar career goals and while you may encourage your partner in their

ambitions, they may not be as vocal or open about what their goal are.

This placement suits a professional working couple who want to go places. You can

use your respective power to help each other excel career wise and yet your partner

is a little secretive about some aspect of their career and there may professional

jealousy.

You may clash with his/her parents, especially his/her mother with whom he/she

shares many secrets you are not privy to and you may feel undermined by the in

laws. It is like you battle with your partner's parents for ownership of him/her.

This is a successful placement, even though it does have its challenges and even

though it is not necessarily loving, it is a placement of mutual respect and shared

ambitions and those are powerful uniting forces.

You can awaken a need for social acceptance in your partner and it is likely that you

will both pursue status and status symbols.

Jason's Mercury in Jessica 11th House

You may meet on a double date, at a rally or a friend’s house. You are both sociable

and enjoy company. Together you can become more fervent in terms of your beliefs

and goals. This is an excellent placement for couple who are very interested and

engaged in politics or government (especially local government).

You may help your partner with networking and social media marketing. You may be

the one who is more modern or who has their finger on the pulse and you can help

your partner connect with many new and diverse social groups.

Friends may help or hinder this relationships. Your partner may flirt with your friends

to wind you up and you many invite people over to stay to annoy him/her. Too many

whimsical pursuits and false friends may deplete the energy you have for long lasting

love.

Jason Finch Jessica Watson
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The question here is not: are you attracted, or are you friends – it is rather how

deep is this love or is it just friends with benefits. There is loads of fun and good

experiences with ample communication, but unless indicated elsewhere you may

just drift apart with neither wanting to commit.

You may toy with being lovers and then go back to being best mates.

Jason's Jupiter in Jessica 5th House

This placement has fun written all over it, it is like your partner gives you permission

to be wild and to live it up. This relationship helps you break free and even if it does

not last, you will never regret it as you will have had a great time, getting to know

yourself better along the way.

This partner may be ‘the one your mother warned you about’, they may be a party

animal or someone larger than life. This partner will expand your life socially and

creatively and can be a welcome breath of fresh air.

There is much going out, traveling and possibly quite a bit of money spent. You bring

out the show off and the competitor in your partner and they will do much to impress

you. You may keep this partner on a string, just because they make you feel good,

you must not lead them on if you have no intention of getting serious.

You may not take your partner's uniqueness seriously, you could make the

relationship all about you to the point where their personality is eclipsed.

If you work together, you may take the lead and not take your partner's ideas

seriously.

While initially this relationship is all bells and whistles, there are great dangers of

resentment and depression on your partner's part later on. Concealed jealously can

be the snake in the grass.

Your partner may be far more concerned about starting a family than you are. If your
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partner is female they may be worried about the biological clock.

You may give your partner good advice about the stock market, management or self-

promotion, but they may feel they are not able to act on that advice due to lack of

confidence.

This bodes very well for romance, fun and luck, but long term you may lose interest

and your partner may change into someone you do not know.

Jason's Venus in Jessica 10th House

Your partner may see your potential and could encourage you in your career. Your

partner may assist you to be better at PR or in the way your represent yourself and

deal with people in authority. They may be the key to you understanding better how

to get ahead in your career.

This relationship may be instrumental in helping you to make more considered and

better decisions about your future

You may both entertain people in connection with your career and your partner may

prefer work socials to socials that are just aimed to chilling and having fun. Having

fun tends to need a purpose with this combination.

This love match leads to you becoming far more ambitious and concerned about

your place in the world or making your mark on the world. Your career may begin to

take off due to your partner direct or subtle influence in this house.

You bring some glamour and sparkle to your partner’s life and you may get on well

with his/her mother.

You are very good at being in public together and can become quite the social

couple who are seen at all the right places. You admire each other and there is some

idealization of both the relationship and each other, you may be always striving for

more and keeping up appearances rather than taking time to appreciate what is at

Jason Finch Jessica Watson
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the core of your relationship. It may be more important what you both look like i.e.

the outer packaging, than what is going on under the surface.

Jason's Saturn in Jessica 10th House

Your partner has a great deal of respect for you and they may feel in your shadow

somewhat. You are the power house of the relationships and the breadwinner. Even

if you are not the breadwinner, you have the power. It may be that you come from

a prominent or prestigious family and that is why you have greater influence on the

relationship.

You may make the decisions and decide on the ultimate direction of the relationship.

Your partner may not be good at expressing their assertive side or being decisive.

You can help your partner to develop their career in a systematic way and you could

have useful connections among business leaders or the establishment.

You may put the brake on your partner’s ambitions and could supress their progress

in life, however you could also help them improve their public image and PR. You

may dissuade them from some courses of action and steer them towards other

directions which you see as more beneficial to you both.

You may help you partner develop a better reputation or gather some important

contacts. By knowing you, your partner could gain access to high society or the

powers that be.

You may be the father figure in the relationship even if you are not a man. You are

the Alpha partner.

Jason's Uranus in Jessica 9th House

As Uranus moves rather slowly through the zodiac and spends about 7 years in each

sign, if you date people of a similar age they may have Uranus in only one of two of

your houses and visa versa.

Jason Finch Jessica Watson
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This placement is a catalyst for great change and personal growth in both of you. You

will have many stimulating conversations and you both open doors for each other;

this match spells opportunity and expansion. Life is spontaneous and there is a love

of social activities and also humanitarianism. Change is the key word here and you

both change a lot while you know each other which could lead to you growing apart.

There are so many distractions that you never really get to know each other well

and although you talk a lot about abstract subjects you may never connect on an

emotional or personal level.

You may find your partner becomes judgemental and you could find their philosophy

on life makes them a little moralising or narrow minded. Political differences tend

to cause havoc in this love match and they may be what drives you apart. You

may agree with some things your partner believes in and totally disagree on others.

Differences in religion can also cause an irreconcilable split.

While unique perspectives and a different culture, background or religion could be

part of the original fascination, over time these become these source of conflict and

unless you yield to your partner’s way of thinking it may well be the end of the road.

The success of this partnership depend on how deeply you hold your beliefs and if

you are willing to adopt your partner’s.

Jason's Neptune in Jessica 9th House

As Neptune moves rather slowly through the zodiac and spends about 13 years in

each sign, if you date people of a similar age, or even born in the same decade, they

may have Neptune in only one or two of your houses and visa versa.

This partner loves to talk about philosophical subjects and aspirations with you.

Often you are attracted to this partner as they are full of ideas, plans and

expectations. They may enchant you with tales of faraway places, or with an

extensive knowledge. However this partner may be totally deluded and filled with

hot air and you may not be able to tell at first if he/she is the sage or the used car
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salesman.

You can both enthuse and encourage each other but you can also scatter energy and

run on tangents together. This placement is ideal for couples who travel extensively

in their jobs, or who teach or work in abstract fields as it is conducive to long,

fascinating conversations, experimentation and pushing back the barriers.

Your partner will encourage your need for escapism and you will relish looking for

bizarre and eccentric things to do together. This placement brings enchantment and

excitement, but over the long term there can be great disappointment and things

could turn out very differently to what you imagined.

Jason's Pluto in Jessica 7th House

As Pluto moves rather slowly through the zodiac and spends about 18-20 years in

each sign, if you date people of a similar age, or even born in the same generation,

they may have Pluto in only one or two of your houses and visa versa.

You are attracted to the strength you perceive in your partner. There is both sexual

attraction, awe and curiosity which draws you together. Your partner will pursue you

will zeal and the relationship will be close and quite exclusive. You may sideline your

partner's other friends and associates and seek to dominate their time.

You make a powerful team and can endure great hardship or adversity together.

Marriage will be on the cards from early on and you will both find this relationship

transformative.

This match brings out the best and worst in you. You can be extremely loyal and

devoted or utterly bitter and vindictive if betrayed. Till death do us part or ‘War of the

Roses’.
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Synastry Aspect Report

Sun Sextile with Mars - QQttTT

Opportunities Orb - 1.06

This isn't any ordinary, sweet, retiring connection. The relationship between you two

is characterized by making plans and carrying them out as a team. There is lots of

natural energy between you; in fact, together, you create an energy that doesn't exist

for either of you alone. Your focus is on putting that energy to use.

Sun Sextile with Mercury - QQttEE

Opportunities Orb - 5.32

It's not that you have such similar personalities that you don't ever experience

misunderstandings or disagreements of course, you do. It is just easier than usual to

hash it out and express yourself without hurting your lover's feelings too deeply. This

is because they have an instinctive understanding for just how to get through to you,

and how to respect your individuality. In fact, just by relating with your partner, you

may feel a sense of power and vitality, as if your individuality is better defined than

ever before.

Sun Opposition with Jupiter - QQwwYY

Tension Orb - 9.71

Your bond has been very strong from the start, which likely gave you a sense of

fatedness as if you're somehow supposed to be in this relationship, as if it's larger

than either of you as individuals could possibly be. You each will remain focused on

your personal growth throughout the course of this relationship, and may pursue

that growth to the detriment of your bond as a couple. Either of you may end up
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feeling ignored or overlooked as a result, as if your individuality isn't as important as

your lover's quest for soul-growth. Though this doesn't have to be a negative thing, it

is likely that you're both threatened by its influence, and you both respond in one of

a few ways.

Moon Sextile with Mercury - WWttEE

Opportunities Orb - 7.25

This aspect produces good emotional empathy and communication. This is a

favorable aspect for all sorts of domestic relationships because there is the ability to

communicate feelings and emotions.

Moon Sextile with Jupiter - WWttYY

Opportunities Orb - 2.86

This comparative combination produces generosity and good will in your

relationship. This aspect is better in business relationships as it provides a basis of

understanding and trust. These elements are, of course, helpful in any relationship.

Moon Square with Saturn - WWrrUU

Challenging Orb - 9.34

This is a difficult and emotionally restrictive comparative combination. The restriction

may be a financial one or it may be more of an emotional nature. Career and status

ambitions, and resulting responsibilities cause conflict with family and domestic

concerns. Saturn may be so wrapped up in career activities as to have no time to

devote to the emotional needs of home and family.

Moon Sextile with Uranus - WWttII

Opportunities Orb - 2.4

Jason Finch Jessica Watson
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This comparative combination produces an interesting, exciting, unusual friendship.

The two of you may have met under unusual circumstances. This relationship is

likely to remain lively and interesting. You have an intuitive sense about each other's

moods and feelings.

Mars Conjunction with Sun - TTqqQQ

Dynamic Orb - 8.37

Regardless of what you're like as individuals, when you're together, your energies

are on high. The attraction between you and your partner is strong and vital from

the start. You push your lover to new limits and encourage them to test boundaries.

There is some friendly competition between you and your lover. As long as you, do

not go overboard with your competitive or aggressive urges, this is a lot of fun for

both of you. Your physical attraction is strong; you're highly creative and ambitious

together, both inside the bedroom and out of it.

Mars Conjunction with Saturn - TTqqUU

Dynamic Orb - 3.36

You two either complement each other well or antagonize each other for your

differences. Your partner learned to be a little more spontaneous and carefree,

while you discovered responsibility and hard work. Problems might arise in the later

part of your relationship when your passion gets dampened by too much focus on

responsibility. Your partner's controlling attitude will only create rebellion and even

more unpredictability within you. Try to focus on knowing each other as the people

that you truly are, even if it scares you, your differences really aren't so frightening

or annoying and in fact, they're complementary.
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Mercury Sextile with Mars - EEttTT

Opportunities Orb - 8.49

The conversation began at your first introduction, and it hasn't stopped since. You

leave no stone unturned when it comes to sitting down for a chat. Talking and trading

ideas is such a big focus between you that there isn't a huge amount of quiet time

in your relationship there's just be so much to talk about. You stimulate each other

creatively to a high degree; you inspire new and unique ways of thinking, and you

come up with ideas together that you'd never have thought of on your own, even if

you're usually rather quiet or reserved.

Mercury Sextile with Mercury - EEttEE

Opportunities Orb - 4.24

Even if there are other more challenging aspects between you, this one helps keep

you on the same wavelength. You agree on most things, and even the subjects

you don't agree on are interesting, because you get to look at both sides of an

issue together and debate over it. At base, you think in similar ways your thought

processes take similar tracks, ones that each of you recognize in the other. The

individual style in which each of you reasons things out and processes information

blends together nicely, so you share a feeling of familiarity.

Mercury Opposition with Jupiter - EEwwYY

Tension Orb - 0.15

You have to be careful about how the two of you communicate. You set up a pattern

of projection and idealism in the early stages of your relationship, and that's likely led

to confused interactions in the present day. Idealizing each other came from a good,

well-intentioned place in the beginning, of course.
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Mercury Square with Venus - EErrRR

Challenging Orb - 5.63

Small misunderstandings between you are common, and though they usually are

not a huge deal in themselves, their cumulative effect could add up to a certain level

of tension in your relationship. You just don't read each other right; you misread

the cues that come your way and end up feeling unappreciated. Picture this: If your

lover thinks you never say thanks for gifts or favors, they develop the perception that

you take them for granted when, all along, you've been thanking them for what they

bring to the table, and they just can't seem to hear it.

Mercury Sextile with Uranus - EEttII

Opportunities Orb - 0.61

Your conversations have never followed the usual tracks. And the better you got

to know each other, the more this became true. You two are an idea couple, but

with just a little extra planning, you could really put your ideas to work. So use this

influence for something big: a creative project, a scientific discovery, an invention

something that will change the world as you know it.

Mercury Sextile with Neptune - EEttOO

Opportunities Orb - 2.8

You two are comfortable communicating on abstract planes. Long conversations

in which you discuss everything under the sun are enjoyable for you, but so is

interpreting each other's dreams, reading poetry together, singing, creating or

enjoying art together and so on. Those creative activities teach you a lot about each

other and yourselves. You're each able to discuss many subjects, both concrete and

complex, with ease; in fact, you don't always have to communicate in words.
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Mercury Trine with Pluto - EEeePP

Harmony Orb - 8.49

You, especially, might be used to more superficial relationships, but your sweetheart

won't allow your bond to exist on anything but a deep, intense and focused level. You

have a really strong pull on them as well, though, don't worry. They see you as the

light at the end of the tunnel, because they've always been so focused on the depths

that they might not know how to come up for air.

Jupiter Trine with Mars - YYeeTT

Harmony Orb - 4.83

You love being together, no matter what you're doing whether you're talking and

laughing, taking a walk, seeing a movie or whatnot, you have a great time. However

you spend your time as a couple, you both enjoy yourselves immensely. This aspect

encourages feelings of togetherness, of being on the same side.

Jupiter Trine with Mercury - YYeeEE

Harmony Orb - 0.58

Inspiration and growth is a big focus between you. You two really are similar, when

it comes down to your ideas and the ways your minds work. Your lover has had

a lot of life experience, and are able to take all that they've learned through their

experiences and put it toward some practical use.

Jupiter Conjunction with Jupiter - YYqqYY

Dynamic Orb - 3.81

Your ideals and beliefs are aligned, and with this aspect, you focus as a couple on

these areas. Luck and belief are big between you; together, you search for meaning

in your lives, and you understand and support this search in each other. You feel as if
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you've come together for a purpose to figure out something big about your lives and

your futures and you could be right!This is not to say that the relationship itself is

your sole purpose; instead, something in the way you relate with each other reveals

where you should go next.

Jupiter Square with Venus - YYrrRR

Challenging Orb - 9.29

With this aspect, your bond should be strong in spite of a few obstacles that come

up again and again. Your different values and beliefs prevent you from being able

to fully support each other in all you do. Your partner, especially, is probably able to

smooth things over easily enough, unless other aspects between you make the rift

even wider. You might especially differ on issues related to money or spirituality and

philosophy, and these issues could be so close to your heart that you have a hard

time finding common ground with your partner.

Jupiter Trine with Uranus - YYeeII

Harmony Orb - 4.26

With this aspect between you, you two have a strong friendship that's based in

honesty and that's a wonderful thing for a love relationship. You identify closely with

each other intellectually; your ideals about the future, about the directions you each

want to move in in your lives, work together very well. It's not that you have the same

idea about where you feel you should be; in fact, your paths are different enough

to create space and movement for both of you. You encourage each other to follow

your dreams, but you don't get in each other's way because you're too busy following

your own.
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Jupiter Trine with Neptune - YYeeOO

Harmony Orb - 6.46

Your partner encourages your spiritual growth in a way that excites you beyond

measure. Your partner has a handle on the more emotional and spiritual side of

human experience, and they love to have you enter into their world for the

betterment of both of you. They're enlivened by your natural optimism and

spontaneity, and they offer you their own compassion and emotional support in

return. You probably tune in to each other on a psychic level, which allows you to

understand each other's feelings without having to speak or ask about them.

Venus Conjunction with Saturn - RRqqUU

Dynamic Orb - 1.34

Responsibility is a key ingredient of this relationship. You're both driven by a sense

that you have some important work to do together. But in a romantic relationship,

you want a little bit of lightheartedness, of freedom and spontaneity, even

foolishness.

Saturn Sextile with Venus - UUttRR

Opportunities Orb - 7.48

Your blend of creativity and practicality makes this relationship a supportive haven

for both of you. You both know that you can bring your problems to the table,

whether they're personal problems or issues related to work or anything else, and

together, you figure out how to solve them. Clear communication and practical

innovations are your forte as a couple. You communicate well with each other and

you treat each other with generosity.
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Saturn Conjunction with Saturn - UUqqUU

Dynamic Orb - 4.49

You shouldn't have a problem establishing the kind of security you both need in the

relationship, because your needs are so similar, and you are probably very close in

age. Whether it's on an emotional or financial level, or some other one, you both

want things to be the same way and you have the same idea about how to make it

happen. What one of you thinks is the way to be respectable, responsible and so on

works for both of you. The structures of your lives work together really well, because

you have such similar ideas what social or public roles you want to take on, and so

on.

Uranus Conjunction with Sun - IIqqQQ

Dynamic Orb - 9.31

This person falls hard and fast. You just seem so new to them so different and you

bring unique perspectives, ideas and experiences to the relationship. This feeling

of newness isn't likely to wear off anytime soon, either. How could these powerful

feelings not be leading toward something amazing, something enlightening,

something that expands their consciousness in a way they never dreamed of.

Uranus Conjunction with Mercury - IIqqEE

Dynamic Orb - 6.87

You love talking about anything and everything that comes up, but the topics that

are of most interest to you are anything unusual, unique or unexpected. Basically,

you inspire creative thought in each other. You enjoy open and lively communication

that centers on brilliant ideas and new ways of looking at the world. Whatever

else brought you together, you're attracted to each other for your minds, and you

find that you bring form and function to each other's weirdest, wildest and most
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wonderful ideas.

Uranus Trine with Jupiter - IIeeYY

Harmony Orb - 2.48

With this aspect between you, you have a strong friendship that's based in honesty

and that's a wonderful thing for a love relationship. You identify closely with each

other intellectually; your ideals about the future, about the directions you each want

to move in in your lives, work together very well. It's not that you have the same

idea about where you want to go; in fact, your paths should be different enough to

create space and movement for both of you. You encourage each other to follow

your dreams, but you don't get in each other's way because you're too busy following

your own.

Uranus Conjunction with Uranus - IIqqII

Dynamic Orb - 2.02

You each have some unique ideas about the world and your place in it. You have

your own sense of humor, your own frame of references, and your own pair of

metaphorical glasses through which you view life. You're aligned in your take on the

world; when you get together you feel an excitement, an energy, and you both want

to impress each other, to make each other laugh with bigger, brighter, bolder stories

and ideas.

Uranus Conjunction with Neptune - IIqqOO

Dynamic Orb - 0.17

This aspect's influence is intense for both of you. You could both feel as if you're

on the verge of something when you're together a wild new idea, the realization

of a lifelong fantasy and, in truth, you probably are. Your partner's deepest, most
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abstract ideals, the ones they've probably kept to themselves for the most part out

of nervousness that no one can understand them, finds radical form and expression

in this relationship. And on your side, your creativity is enhanced; your spirituality

grows by leaps and bounds.

Uranus Sextile with Pluto - IIttPP

Opportunities Orb - 5.87

You two talk at length about your beliefs, and you support each other's causes. Going

to rallies or book readings together could become a big part of your relationship,

because ideas are important to you big ideas that could change the world. You both

want to get out there and into the mix of things, and the fervor of your activities could

definitely fuel your passion for each other. You could get very involved in something

that you've discovered as a couple a movement, an inspirational author, Pilates or

yoga something that you do with the clear thought in mind of making your lives

better, more consciously lived, more important.

Neptune Conjunction with Sun - OOqqQQ

Dynamic Orb - 7.84

You've felt connected to each other from the beginning, as if you've known each

other for a long time, even when you first met. There is a very real and deep

understanding and acceptance that runs between you, because somehow, your soul

recognizes your lover's. Because of this depth of recognition between you, given

time, you very well might fall in love or at least develop a deep sense of caring for one

another. Your ideals are on a par with theirs, which could mean that you see them in

a highly unrealistic light.
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Neptune Conjunction with Mercury - OOqqEE

Dynamic Orb - 8.33

The emotional, intuitive connection between you is greatly enhanced by this aspect.

Your imaginations roam new territories and you discuss or feel things you may never

have thought possible!You should talk about your dreams together, because there's

a good chance your lover has unique interpretations of your subconscious mind

but you have some creative interpretations of their thought processes, as well. Your

communication isn't all verbal; because of your natural attunement to this person,

you two have a strong psychic bond that helps you understand each other and

connect without even speaking.

Neptune Trine with Jupiter - OOeeYY

Harmony Orb - 3.94

You encourage your partner's spiritual growth in a way that excites them beyond

measure. But you, this amazing person in their life, has a handle on the more

emotional and spiritual side of human experience, and you invite them into your

world for the betterment of both of you. You're enlivened by their natural optimism

and spontaneity, and you offer them your own compassion and emotional support

in return. You probably tune in to each other on a psychic level, which allows you to

understand each other's feelings without having to speak or ask about them.

Neptune Conjunction with Uranus - OOqqII

Dynamic Orb - 3.48

This aspect's influence is intense for both of you. You could both feel as if you're on

the verge of something when you're together a wild new idea, the realization of a

lifelong fantasy and, in truth, you probably are. Your deepest, most abstract ideals,

the ones you've probably kept to yourself for the most part out of nervousness that
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no one will understand them, finds radical form and expression in this relationship.

On your partner's side, their creativity is enhanced, and their spirituality grows by

leaps and bounds.

Neptune Conjunction with Neptune - OOqqOO

Dynamic Orb - 1.29

Since you're close in age, musically and artistically, you're a wonderful match. Music

and films are a big focus for you as well, and a great activity for you two could be a

trip to an art gallery or going to see a movie or a show. You're dreamy together; your

feelings for each other quickly move into the realm of the fantastical. Since you have

such a dreamy connection, you could spend a lot of time in this other world of your

own creation which could be a good thing or a bad one.

Neptune Sextile with Pluto - OOttPP

Opportunities Orb - 4.4

The effects of this aspect are probably subtle, but that doesn't mean they can't be

important. You have a tender and compassionate heart, and you've always wanted

to make a difference in the world to make it a better place for someone in need,

perhaps, or even just to contribute to the greater good by being the kindest, most

compassionate person you can. If there's a cause that's meaningful to both of you,

by all means, pursue it you could get further as a team than either of you would have

on your own.

Pluto Sextile with Sun - PPttQQ

Opportunities Orb - 2.99

The bond between you is powerful and transformative. On a physical level, this

person responds to you with a deep and compelling passion, one that is enhanced by
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a strong emotional sensuality. You're able to provide them with a lot of support and

encourage them to pursue their ambitions. Not just career-related ambitions, either.

Pluto Sextile with Jupiter - PPttYY

Opportunities Orb - 8.79

This aspect helps foster a feeling of friendship and support between you that helps

both of you accomplish something big through your connection with each other,

if you put your minds to it. Your partner brings a certain energy to your life, a

desire to make those changes you've always thought about but never quite gotten

around to yet. You might each choose to do some sort of formalized expansion of

the soul during the course of your relationship going to psychological counseling, for

example, or taking classes in Zen Buddhism or astrology, or whatever best fits your

personal needs for expanded horizons.

Pluto Sextile with Uranus - PPttII

Opportunities Orb - 8.33

You talk at length about your beliefs, and you support each other's causes. Going

to rallies or book readings together could become a big part of your relationship,

because ideas are important to you big ideas that could change the world. You both

want to get out there and into the mix of things, and the fervor of your activities could

definitely fuel your passion for each other. You could get very involved in something

that you discover as a couple a movement, an inspirational author, Pilates or yoga

something that you do with the clear thought in mind of making your lives better,

more consciously lived, more important.

Pluto Sextile with Neptune - PPttOO

Opportunities Orb - 6.14
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The effects of this aspect are probably subtle, but that doesn't mean they aren't

important. Your lover has a tender and compassionate heart, and they've always

wanted to make a difference in the world to make it a better place for someone in

need, perhaps, or even just to contribute to the greater good by being the kindest,

most compassionate person they can. They treat everyone around them with

respect, and the way that they naturally are is an inspiration to you, as you have

deep wells of power and emotion that could be paired up with this person's sense

of compassion for great results. The two of you together equals personal power plus

strength of ideals.

Pluto Conjunction with Pluto - PPqqPP

Dynamic Orb - 0.45

This is an aspect that each of you shares with all your friends that are near the same

age as you, give or take a couple of years. Pop cultural references abound between

you; you're able to reminisce together about your favorite TV shows and movies as

a kid, your favorite songs that you used to listen to on the radio, what was your first

tape, record or CD . .. You have a great time talking about the good old days, since

you come from the same ones. And anything you missed, you're able to catch each

other up on.
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